
CATERING CRATFT SS TWO

TOPIC: Beverages- the bar, types of alcoholic and non alcoholic drinks, cocktails and
drinking glasses used in the food and beverage service.

THE BAR (services of beverages)

A bar is a place where you can buy and drink both alcohol and non-alcohol drinks.

TYPES OF BAR

Ordinary bar: situated outside the hotel or within the hotel, but it is outside the food
and beverage area.

It is describe as public bar and must be licensed to operate. The bar man or
sommelier should have adequate knowledge of alcoholic drinks, non alcoholic
drinks, cocktail and licensing law.

Dispense bar: found within the food and beverage service area. The bar man serve
drinks to customers in the restaurant or in a lounge area.

EQUIPMENT OR THE BAR.

The bar should be equipped for making cocktails, decanting and serving wine
correctly. Equipment used in the bar are:-

 Strainers

 Mixing glass

 Bar spoon

 Drink mixers

 Blenders

 Cocktail shakers

 Boston shaker



 Napkins and service cloth.

 Wine measures and spirit measure

 Ice crushing machine and ice making machine

 Cock extractor

 Cocktail stick

 Basket

 Ice bucket

 Assorted glasses

 Bottle opener

 Water jug

 Sink units

 Glass clothes

 Assorted bitters etc.

FUNCTIONS OF THE BAR

1. For service of alcoholic and non alcoholic drinks.

2. For service of cocktails.

3. Cigar authorized establishment sell cigars in the bar.

4. Tea and coffee are serve in the bar.

5. Service of simple snacks including peanuts and cashew nuts.

FACTORS TO CONSIDER WHEN PLANNING BARS.

 Area- space for service must be enough for the waiter to work and
move about and make the customer comfortable.

 Layout- the layout should help sommeliers not waste time and energy.

 Storage- adequate storage must be provided in form of cupboards,
shelves and racks.



 Site of bar should encourage sales.

 Plumbing and power- is necessary to have constant supply of both hot
and cold water to encourage hygiene.

 Safety and hygiene- materials used in the bar should be safe and clean.

 The wine list- similar to the menu card and contain the list of drinks in
the order in which they may be consumed.

 Order in which beverage are consumed- aperitifs, wine digestives,
spirits, cocktails, bear, specialty coffee.

 Aperitifs- covers a wide range of drinks which may be served before
meal. E.g sherry, dry-gin, martini dry, martini sweet, pink gin, campari,
dubo met etc.



Measures used in serving drinks: they are;

4out measure

5out measure

6 out measure.

Some bottles have about 15, 26, 28,30 ml. a bottle of 28cl will give
seven measures of (4 out of measures) i.e 28/4 = 7 measures. It helps
in controlling sales made in bar.

Evaluation:

1. Explain the term ‘Bar’

2. State 3 factors to consider when planning a bar.Sub Topic: Non Alcoholic
Drinks


